Cottages

Setting an extraordinary
new standard in size for
gracious retirement living.

The most familiar of all living environments delights those who

Offering a range of sizes, the cottages begin with

align themselves with a welcome mat outside the front door

a generously proportioned one bedroom and bath floor plan,

and a green lawn in the backyard. The cottages at Pine Run are

to a one bedroom and den with a bath and a powder room,

arranged in friendly neighborhood groupings. Tucked into the

up to a full two bedroom with two bathroom plan. All of them

beautiful Bucks County landscape, these homes make the most

have a porch or patio, and some of these have four season rooms.

of the view and quiet garden setting.

There is great variety throughout the community. In addition to
the unique charm of individual homes, numerous opportunities
exist if you wish to add a personal touch.
Famous everywhere for the large size
of the walk-in closets, every cottage
has one and a two bedroom has two.
A large pantry closet, linen closets,
bathroom cabinets and a storage closet
good for golf clubs and gardening tools
help store all of the things that come
with a busy life.

An active lifestyle welcomes a short
walk to the community center for the
amenities such as dining, programs,
country store, library, billiards and
collecting the mail. Covered walkways
keep everyone dry in inclement weather
and a transportation loop bus offers
another option for ease of access.

Amenities
• A variety of entertaining dining venues and pub
• Full maintenance and housekeeping services
• Around the clock security and check-in system
• Access to all community amenities for enjoyment
and enrichment
• Free membership to the fitness center at the
Doylestown Hospital Health and Wellness Center
• Heating, air conditioning, water and sewer
are included
• Easily available transportation services
• Carpeting and window blinds
• Central heat and air conditioning
• Fully equipped kitchen

F or value conscious seniors a choice of two financial plans makes
the entry into Pine Run reasonably affordable. A monthly fee
based on the size of the cottage and whether one or two persons

• Emergency pull cords

live there covers all of the included services and amenities that

• Free open parking and car port options

make it a first-class retirement living option.

These plans are for illustrative purposes only. All dimensions shown are approximate and may vary on site.
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The Buckingham

The Solebury

835 SF One Bedroom Plus Den Cottage

1,023 SF Two Bedroom, Two Bath Cottage

777 Ferry Road, Doylestown, PA 18901
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